
Festival Volunteer Signup Sheet 

This sheet should be signed by festival volunteers taking part in a group, including group helpers. 

Group: ____________________________________________________________ 

Group Organisers:___________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________ 

Date: ______________________ 

 
By signing the sheet below I confirm that I have read, or had read to me, and 
understood the following documents: 
 
❖ Festival Volunteer Agreement & Role Description 
❖ BFS Code of Conduct 
❖ Health and Safety Agreement 

 
I also confirm that I have had the Volunteer Handbook and BFS Volunteering 
Policy made available to me. All these documents are available at: 
https://beltane.org/members-info/policies-guidance-and-forms 
 
I agree to abide by the conditions set out in the above documents and policies to the 
best of my abilities.  I understand that, as a volunteer, this agreement is binding in 
honour only and is not intended to be a legally binding contract between the 
volunteer and the organisation. I also agree that, as such, this agreement may be 
cancelled at any time at the discretion of either party. 
 
I give permission for BFS to send me updates and emails on information relevant to 
my participation in the festival, and as a member of the Beltane Fire Society.  
 
We’d like to keep you up to date with the latest BFS news, including announcements 
about future festivals, dates of meetings & blethers, and opportunities to get 
involved. If you wish to receive updates by email from BFS, please tick the relevant 
box below. We only use your email for BFS communications and will never share 
your email address with external organisations. You can ask for your email address 
to be updated or removed from our mailing list at any time. 
 
Name (Please print) Signature  

 
 
 

✓ I have read and understood the documents mentioned above.  
✓ I am happy for BFS to email me updates. 

 



Group Name: 

 

Name(Print) ________________________            Signed________________________ 
❏ I have read and understood the documents mentioned above.  
❏ I am happy for BFS to email me updates. 

 
Name(Print) ________________________            Signed________________________ 
❏ I have read and understood the documents mentioned above.  
❏ I am happy for BFS to email me updates. 

 
Name(Print) ________________________            Signed________________________ 
❏ I have read and understood the documents mentioned above.  
❏ I am happy for BFS to email me updates. 

 
Name(Print) ________________________            Signed________________________ 
❏ I have read and understood the documents mentioned above.  
❏ I am happy for BFS to email me updates. 

 
Name(Print) ________________________            Signed________________________ 
❏ I have read and understood the documents mentioned above.  
❏ I am happy for BFS to email me updates. 

 
Name(Print) ________________________            Signed________________________ 
❏ I have read and understood the documents mentioned above.  
❏ I am happy for BFS to email me updates. 

 
Name(Print) ________________________            Signed________________________ 
❏ I have read and understood the documents mentioned above.  
❏ I am happy for BFS to email me updates. 

 
Name(Print) ________________________            Signed________________________ 
❏ I have read and understood the documents mentioned above.  
❏ I am happy for BFS to email me updates. 

 
Name(Print) ________________________            Signed________________________ 
❏ I have read and understood the documents mentioned above.  
❏ I am happy for BFS to email me updates. 

 
Name(Print) ________________________            Signed________________________ 
❏ I have read and understood the documents mentioned above.  
❏ I am happy for BFS to email me updates. 

 
Name(Print) ________________________            Signed________________________ 
❏ I have read and understood the documents mentioned above.  
❏ I am happy for BFS to email me updates. 

 
 
Group Name: 
 



Name(Print) ________________________            Signed________________________ 
❏ I have read and understood the documents mentioned above.  
❏ I am happy for BFS to email me updates. 

 
Name(Print) ________________________            Signed________________________ 
❏ I have read and understood the documents mentioned above.  
❏ I am happy for BFS to email me updates. 

 
Name(Print) ________________________            Signed________________________ 
❏ I have read and understood the documents mentioned above.  
❏ I am happy for BFS to email me updates. 

 
Name(Print) ________________________            Signed________________________ 
❏ I have read and understood the documents mentioned above.  
❏ I am happy for BFS to email me updates. 

 
Name(Print) ________________________            Signed________________________ 
❏ I have read and understood the documents mentioned above.  
❏ I am happy for BFS to email me updates. 

 
Name(Print) ________________________            Signed________________________ 
❏ I have read and understood the documents mentioned above.  
❏ I am happy for BFS to email me updates. 

 
Name(Print) ________________________            Signed________________________ 
❏ I have read and understood the documents mentioned above.  
❏ I am happy for BFS to email me updates. 

 
Name(Print) ________________________            Signed________________________ 
❏ I have read and understood the documents mentioned above.  
❏ I am happy for BFS to email me updates. 

 
Name(Print) ________________________            Signed________________________ 
❏ I have read and understood the documents mentioned above.  
❏ I am happy for BFS to email me updates. 

 
Name(Print) ________________________            Signed________________________ 
❏ I have read and understood the documents mentioned above.  
❏ I am happy for BFS to email me updates. 

 
Name(Print) ________________________            Signed________________________ 
❏ I have read and understood the documents mentioned above.  
❏ I am happy for BFS to email me updates. 


